
 

         OROSIL LAUNCHES SIL (SILVER) BARS  
 

19th February, 2022, Noida: Orosil Smiths launches Silver Bars with specification of 

100 gm. This comes closely after the launch of its hallmarked Gold Coins under 

“Sincere”, its Gold Jewellery Brand, with specifications of 2.5 gm, 5 gm and 10 gm. 

 

 The Company has recently launched its new collection of silver bars, which shall 

be instrumental in the Company’s business, considering the market expected 

from its launch. Be it gifting or investment or traditional buying, silver has its 

own significance in the Indian culture. 

 

 The Silver Bars of 100 gms weight shall be available for online purchase on the 

Company’s web portal and will be safely handed over to customers on a pan 

India basis. The silver bars have a purity of 99.9%. 

 

Mr. Bhushan Kumar Narula, Orosil’s Managing Director commented: “Today Silver is 
probably one of the best investment options for people worldwide. Not only is it more 
affordable than gold, it is as reliable. In fact, industry experts have even predicted a 
supply deficit for the global physical silver market in 2022. According to NASDAQ – ‘The 
industrial demand for silver is rising. Silver is used in solar power and electric vehicle 
applications. Hence, growth in the global solar PV industry, a likely rebound in global 
computer shipments, as well as new sources of demand for sensors used in IoT are 
providing a boost to silver demand. In addition, the recent emergence and rollout of 5G 
globally has also contributed to the rise in the demand for silver globally. Silver’s role in 
5G applications is forecasted to rise significantly by 2030 as per expert reports’. “Taking 
into account all these factors it won’t be wrong to say that this is the best time to invest 
your bulk money on silver commodities like silver bars and easily save money for your 
future. As the silver bars have a good demand in the market, you will not have any 
problems when you want to sell them at a later stage”. 

 

“Sil-Bars is expected to contribute in the revenue considerably, in view of the attractive 

price rates and the forecasts regarding increase in Silver demand. We hope that this 

new addition goes a long way towards generating more goodwill and trust for our brand 

and products and leaves a long lasting, positive impression in the minds of customers 

across all generations”.  

 

 “As a welcome gesture to its newly launched segment, Orosil is offering an extra 

discount of 1% to its customers who are willing to purchase the bars on cash basis. It is 

also offering an attractive discount on bulk orders.” he announced. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

About Orosil Smiths India Limited 

Orosil Smiths India Limited (formerly known as Silver Smith India Ltd) is a public 
listed company incorporated on 01st June, 1994, primarily engaged in the business of 
manufacturing, fabrication, sale, purchase, trading/dealing in all kinds of Gold, Silver, 
Silver Ornaments/Utensils and all other items of Gold, Silver and allied business. 

It derives its new name from a combination of the Italian word Oro, meaning Gold, and 

Sil represents Silver. The Company's new identity truly reflects its dedication to offer 

its customers precious, and yet affordable, fashioned jewellery. 

 

For nearly 25 years it has striven to set new standards in design and manufacture of 

high end couture jewellery in India and abroad. Even as prices of precious metals 

move higher, Orosil's innovative designs and high class manufacturing facilities bring 

the elusive gold and silver jewellery within the reach of common man. 

 

We highlight key trends of the season and translate runway looks into adaptable 

reality lifestyles. Attention to detail such as complementary color forecasts for each 

season gives us the opportunity to plan ahead and stay ahead. 

  

Location:  

Registered Office: Hemkunt Chambers, Flat No. 620 89, Nehru Place, New Delhi-

110019  

Corporate Office: We are also located in the industrial hub of Noida at A-89, Sector-2, 

Noida, Uttar Pradesh (U.P)-201301. (Just 5 minutes walking distance from Noida 

Sector-15 Metro Station.) 

  

Jewellery Shows: Over the years we have participated at the India International 

Jewellery Show (IIJS) and other leading jewellery shows. 

  

Our Two Brands: 

  

Kuhjol: Sterling Silver Jewellery Brand 

Sincere: Gold Jewellery Brand 

Visit https://orosil.com/ for more information. 

 

For further details, please contact: 

 

Email: online@orosil.com 

Contact: 120 4125476               

                 9811992924 
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